COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 233

November 1992

Olga Brunning, Esquire
Department of Natural Resources
Tawes Building - Room C-4
580 Taylor Avenue
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

TOPIC: SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF PERMIT FOR INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION; LIABILITY FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES

INQUIRY: Can a newly issued permit be suspended by the state in order to request additional information from the applicant? If, as result of the permit suspension, the operator sues and wins, will the state be liable for attorney's fees? Please locate relevant case law.

SEARCH RESULTS: Using the COALEX Library, LEXIS and existing COALEX Reports, relevant decisions and Federal Register notices were identified. The retrieved materials are discussed below, by topic. Copies are attached.

SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF PERMIT


"Synopsis: When it is discovered, subsequent to the issuance of the Mine Drainage Permit, that an unanticipated condition exists on the site with potential harm to the environment, the permit will be suspended and the matter will be remanded to DER for the purpose of reviewing the Mine Drainage Permit and issuing an amendment, if deemed necessary."


"HEADNOTES: When [OSM] issues a 10-day notice to a state...based upon a citizen's complaint which alleges irregularities in the issuance of surface mining permits, and the state responds by demonstrating that the operator and the state complied with relevant provisions of the state's surface mining statute, the Board will affirm the decision of the Acting Director, [OSM], that the response to that citizen's complaint was appropriate."
INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY, INC. (IDE) v OSM, Docket No. NX 6-44-R (1987).

A description of the facts of the case included the following: The state revoked the original NPDES permit it had issued because IDE provided incorrect information in their initial application. IDE appealed this revocation. The Tennessee Water Quality Control Board upheld the permit revocation. IDE submitted revised mining plans and specifications and the NPDES permit was reissued.

The ALJ affirmed the validity of the NOV and CO, issued for violations of SMCRA.


"SYNOPSIS: A Department of Environmental Resources' (Department) approval of a request for a variance to surface mine coal within the 100-foot stream barrier was procedurally defective when there was no showing that the proposed variance was advertised as required [by Pa. SMCRA]. Further, the Department did not provide the Pennsylvania Fish Commission (FPC) a copy of the proposed variance to allow it to comment on the request, as required by the statute and regulation."


One of the special conditions attached to the permit required Peabody to submit updated maps of archaeological sites. In approving the 1992 Settlement Agreement and the Special Conditions, the ALJ stated that "OSMRE can require [Peabody] not only to provide information but also to demonstrate on the basis of such information that its permit application is complete and accurate and that [Peabody] has complied with all statutory and regulatory requirements."


"HEADNOTES: Where a landowner provides evidence that an initial decision that an operator has a right to enter and mine an area that has been permitted may be in error, state authorities must assure that the operator has the right to enter and mine before the area is mined, and state action which fails to do so will be deemed inappropriate action."

COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 222, "Permit revisions and midterm permit review" (July, 1992).

This Report discusses the RA's ability to alter previously approved permit conditions or permit revisions and the purpose behind the need for the midterm permit review. Attached are OSM Directives, administrative case law and Federal Register preambles.
COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 159, "Review of permit applications; subsidence" (July, 1991).

The materials included in this Report discuss the regulatory authority's responsibility in processing permits and the responsibility of the applicant to provide sufficient information on the application for a mining permit. [Materials discussing subsidence are not included with this Report.]

COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 122, "Permitting -- (A) Permit application approval process; (B) Impacts on areas outside the permit boundary" (July, 1989).

The inquirer wanted to know if any state regulatory agencies engage in independent information gathering in the permitting process or only review, evaluate and criticize the information the operator puts in the permit application. No specific state regulations were identified; however, several relevant cases were retrieved.

LIABILITY FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES


In this unsuccessful third party appeal from a release of a mining bond by DER, the EHB held it has the discretion to award litigation expenses if the petitioner either succeeds on the merits of the case, or if exceptional circumstances exist. Examples of such exceptional circumstances are: where DER procedures, policies, rules, or regulations are modified or where the petitioner has made a substantial contribution to the litigation.


Petitioners were awarded attorney's fees, having "substantially contributed" to the outcome of the litigation.

"Petitioners, in a third party posture, challenged the DER's issuance of a mining permit to Permittee. During the hearing on the merits, the Petitioners' efforts led to a supersedeas of the permit while Permittee gathered evidence in support of its permit. During the continuance, Permittee determined its permit was probably wrongfully issued because of the potential for pollution from the mine site existed, and, thereafter, requested cancellation of the permit."


"SYNOPSIS: A petition for attorneys fees and other costs cannot be granted under section 4(b) of Pa. SMCRA where the petitioner is the permittee and the underlying proceeding was an appeal from the denial of a permit application. Construing section 4(b) of Pa. SMCRA consistently with regulations adopted by the Department of the Interior to implement a similar
provision under Fed. SMCRA, the Board rules that a permittee is not eligible for cost recovery in permit application proceedings."


"SYNOPSIS: A petition for costs and attorney's fees filed by a Permittee under Section 4b of the Pennsylvania Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act, 52 P.S. section 1396.4b, is denied. The fact that the Appellant withdrew her appeal prior to a hearing does not provide a sufficient basis for concluding that the Permittee is a 'prevailing party.'"

COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 120, "Attorneys' fees" (July, 1989).

Included here are state and federal cases that rule on the award of attorneys' fees to surface mining operators as a result of challenges to permit decisions. [NOTE: The Report is included here without attachments.]

COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 180, "Attorneys' fees in non-enforcement, non-adversarial proceedings" (July, 1990).

This Report adds several decisions to Report No. 120. [NOTE: The Report is included here without attachments.]

COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 220, "Petitions for costs, expenses and attorney's fees" (June, 1992).

Listed in this Report are the Interior and Pennsylvania administrative decisions, several state and recent federal cases, and legislative history materials that rule on the award of costs, expenses and attorney's fees.
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I. COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 122, "Permitting -- (A) Permit application approval process; (B) Impacts on areas outside the permit boundary" (July, 1989).
   A. KY. REV. STAT. Sec. 350.055 (1980) Publication of notice of intention to mine by permit applicant -- Notification of various local government bodies by department [Subject to federal approval].
   B. PA. CODE TITLE 25, Sec. 86.31 (1982) Public notices of filing of permit applications.
   C. PA. CODE TITLE 25, Sec. 86.33 Right to file written objections.
   E. IND. ADMIN. CODE TITLE 13, r. 13-4.1-3-3 (1987) Application for permit; contents; public inspection of certain information; tests [corresponds to 30 CFR 780.22(b) and 784.22(b)].
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N. COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 120, "Attorneys' fees" (July, 1989). [NOTE: The following list of cases are discussed in Report No. 120; however, copies of these decisions are not attached.]

A. ANNOTATION, "Award of Attorneys' Fees Pursuant to Sec. 520(d), 520(f), 525(e), or 703(c) of Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (30 USCS Sec. 1270(d), 1270(f), 1275(e), 1293(c)"], 89 A.L.R. Fed. 170 (1988).


E. COPELAND v MARSHALL, 641 F.2d 880 (D.C. Cir. 1980).


H. VIRGINIA CITIZENS FOR BETTER RECLAMATION, 88 IBLA 126, IBLA 84-838 (1985).

I. DONALD ST. CLAIR, 84 IBLA 236 (1985).
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O. COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 180, "Attorneys' fees in non-enforcement, non-adversarial proceedings" (July, 1990). [NOTE: The following list of cases are discussed in Report No. 18; however, copies of these decisions are not attached.]

4. HONDA v MITCHELL, 417 F 2d 324 (DC Cir 1969).
5. DEMIER v GONDLES, 676 F 2d 92 (4th Cir 1982).
7. WINTON v AMOS, 255 US 373 (1921).
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P. COALEX STATE INQUIRY REPORT - 220, "Petitions for costs, expenses and attorney's fees" (June, 1992).

A. The list of Congressional Records entries available in Legislative History files in the COALEX Library.
B. Interior ALJ decisions listed above: First page in "KWIC".
C. The list of all ALJ cases retrieved in response to the search request (the request is also included).
D. IBLA and IBSMA decisions listed above: First page in "KWIC".
E. Pennsylvania Environmental Hearing Board decisions: First page in "KWIC".
F. FIDEL RAMOS, ET AL. v RICHARD D. LAMM, 539 F Supp 730 (D Col 1982). [Full text of case.]
G. State court decisions listed above: First page in "KWIC".